Trainee Medical Representatives
Are you looking for your first role in Medical Sales?
There are a few essentials you will need in order to successfully secure your role!
You MUST hold a Full UK driving licence with 6 points or less
You WILL need to research the role fully
You WILL need to arrange shadowing of a current Medical Sales Representative
- Not only will this give you a full insight into the role, it will help you decide if
Medical Sales is definitely the career for you
Previous sales experience is highly advantageous
Being flexible on location is also something you will need to consider
- We cover the whole of the UK and often trainee roles may not appear in the exact
location you would like them to. Getting into Medical Sales is a competitive process,
being flexible on location now will enable you to get in and increase your future
career prospects
If you feel you tick all the boxes and have the motivation to do well in medical sales
contact us NOW or send your CV for immediate consideration!
If you meet most, but not all, of the above criteria and feel that Medical Sales is definitely
the career for you, contact us and we can discuss your profile and next steps.

Currently still at university and considering Medical Sales?
All the above still applies but the best thing to do is save our details
and contact us close to your final exams, when you have an idea of
what date you will be receiving your results.
All of our roles do move quickly and we will need confirmation of
your degree grade before we can begin to discuss appropriate
opportunities with you.

Research
You can find further information to help you with your research by
visiting the other links at the bottom of our candidate’s page.
This can help form the basis of your research and give you a good
start to develop your research further.

